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ABSTRACT
In this tutorial, we will present the commonly used techniques
for Entity Extraction, Entity Resolution & Text Mining to
handle real world problems. The tutorial will focus on few
case studies based on social data. We will present the unique
challenges which were encountered during client engagements
and how we extended the traditional techniques to handle the
nuances. We will also cover some of the state-of-the-art tools
towards this purpose Finally, we will conclude the tutorial
with some open ended problems and in-progress work. The
brief tentative outline is

• Introduction to Big Text Data
• Key Steps in Extracting Insights from Text Data
• Motivating examples to show nuances and finer points

in Sentiment Mining
• Introduction to Entity Extraction and Integration Lan-

guages
• Case Study - Monitoring Social Channels for Elections
• Joint Analysis of Text and Links - Followers, Friends

etc.
• Open/WIP Research Problems: Identifying News Broad-

casters & Activity Miner
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